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Abstract 
Duda, E., P. Krupski and J.T. Rogers Jr, On locally chainable homogeneous continua, Topology 
and its Applications 42 (1991) 95-99. 
A curve is k-junctioned if and only if it is the inverse limit of graphs each of which has at most 
k branchpoints. In this paper9 it is proved that a homogeneous k-junctioned curve must be a 
pseudo-arc, a solenoid, or a solenoid of pseudo-arcs. 
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A continuum is a nonvoid compact c onnected metric space. A curve is a one- 
dimensional continuum. Each curve is an inverse limit of graphs. 
A curve is k-junctioned if it is the inverse limit of graphs each of which has at 
most k branchpoints. Thus, arc-like curves are the O-junctioned, tree-like curves, 
while circle-like but not arc-like curves are the O-junctioned, nontree-like curves. 
The program of classifying homogeneous curves by junction links is summarized 
in Table 1. The middle column of Table 1 asks if a tree-like homogeneous curve 
must be a pseudo-arc. Bing proved this in 1959 for arc-like curves (k = 0), and Lewis 
proved this in 1981 for k finite. The genera1 case (no restriction on k) is a difficult 
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Table 1. Homogeneous carves 
k-junctioned 
k=O 
k is finite 
k is infinite (i.e. no 
restrictions on k) 
Tree-like implies pseudo-arc? 
Bing (1959) 
Lewis (1981) 
? 
Nontree-like implies solenoid 
or solenoid of pseudo-arcs? 
Burgess, Jones (1969) 
Hagopian, Rogers (1977) 
? 
False 
(Menger curve) 
open problem; its positive solution, for instance, would complete the classification 
of homogeneous plane continua. The last column of Table 1 asks if a nontree-like 
homogeneous curve must be a solenoid or a solenoid of pseudo-arcs. Burgess [4] 
and Jones [7] proved this in 1969 for planar, circle-like curves (k = 0), and Hagopian 
and Rogers Jr [6] proved this in 1977 for nonplanar, circle-like curves. 
Anderson [1] proved in 1955 that the Menger curve is homogeneous, o k must 
be restricted to be finite in the last column. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove that a finitely junctioned homogeneous 
curve must be a pseudo-arc, a solenoid, or a solenoid of pseudo-arcs. Thus, we 
answer affirmatively the middle question of the last column and provide a new proof 
of Lewis’ result as well. 
Definitions, background, and references for the results cited above may be found 
in the survey paper [ 111. 
In this sequel, we shall deal with open covers of curves as opposed to inverse 
limits. If % is a cover of a space X, then elements of ?Z are called links. A link of 
%’ is said to be a junction link if it meets at least three other links of %. 
Thus, a curve X is k-junctioned if there is a sequence of finite open covers 1%“) 
of X of order one satisfying the following conditions for every n: 
(1) %“+, refines %“, 
(2) mesh %, + 0, and 
(3) %$, has at most k junction links. 
(F) 
A curve is finitely junctioned if and only if it is k-junctioned, far sow$ ?c_ 
We say that small subcontinua of the continuum X have the topological property 64 
if there exists a positive number E such that any subcontinuum of X of diameter 
less than E has the property P. 
A continuum X is said to be locall’ chainable at a point x E X if there exists an 
open subset II c X such that x E U and the closure of every component of U is a 
chainable continuum. A continuum X is locally chainable if it is locally chainable 
at each point. Note that a continuum X is locally chainable if and only if small 
subcontinua of X are chainable. 
Theorem 1. If X is a nondegenerate homogeneous continuum with no proper non- 
degenerate terminal subcontinua, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) small subrotitinua of X are atriodic aptd unicoherent; 
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(b) small subcontinua of X are decomposable and chainable; 
(c) small subcontinua of X are chainable. 
Proof. (a)+(b) It is enough to show that slmall subcontinua of X are decomposable 
(see [2]). Suppose there is a sequence of indlecomposable nondegenerate subcontinua 
X, of X and diam X, + 0. We may assume the subcontinua Xn are hereditarily 
unicoherent. 
We will show that each X, is terminal in X. Indeed, suppose Xn is very small 
and nonterminal. This means there exists a subcontinuum Y, c X such that 
X,,n Y1#fl and X,\Y,#@# Y,\X,. 
We can assume that Y1 is also very small. Then Y1 intersects only one composant 
C, of X,, by the hereditary unicoherence of Xn u Y1. It follows from the Effros 
property that for two other composants C, and C, of X,, there exist very small 
subcontinua Y2 and Ys of X such that 
@#X,,n Y;:c Y,nCi and X,\yI,#fl# Y\X,, for i=l,2,3, 
and the continuum T = X,, u Y, u Y2 u Y3 is hereditarily unicoherent. Hence the 
continua Y1, Y2 and Y3 are mutually disjoint and the small continuum T is a triod, 
which is impossible. Therefore Xn is terminal, a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 2. If a homogeneous continuum X contains an arc, then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) small subcontinua of X are atriodic; 
(b) small subcontinua of X are arcs; 
(c) X is a solenoid. 
Proof. (a)+(b) It follows from the Effros property that there exists a number E > 0 
such that every point XE X belongs to a small arc ab such that a Z x # b and 
diam ax > E, diam xb > E. 
If x E Y. where Y is a subcontinuum of X of diameter less than E, then ax u xb u Y 
is a small subcontinuum of X, so it is atriodic, Therefore Y c ab and Y is an arc. 
( b)*(c) is proved in [lo, Theorem 15, p. 1451. 5 
Theorem 3. If X is a nondegenerate, homogeneous continuum such that small subcon- 
tinua of X are unicoherent, then X contains either an arc 01 
degenerate, indecomposable subcon tinua. 
Proof. See the proof of [g, Theorem 5.21. Cl 
Theorem 4. If a locally chainable, homogeneous c0ntinuis.m 
nondegenerate, terminal subcontinua, then X is a solenoid. 
arbitrarily small, non- 
X contains no proper, 
roof. Small subcontinua of X are chainable. By Theorem 1, they are also decom- 
posable. It follows from Theorem 3 that X contains an arc, and Theorem 2 implies 
X is a solenoid. 6 
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Theorem 5. If an indecomposable, homogeneous nondegenerate continutcm _X cmdains 
a composant every subcontinuum of which is chainable, then either X is a pseudo-arc, 
X is a solenoid, or X is a solenoid of pseudo-axs. 
Proof. By the homogeneity of X every proper subcontinuum of X is chainable. 
Thus X is atriodic. The conclusion follows from [S]. q 
Theorem 6. If a homogeneous nondegenerate continuum X contains a closed countable 
subset Psuch that every subcontinuum of X\ Pis chainable, then X is either a pseudo-arc, 
a solenoid, or a solenoid of pseudo-arcs. 
Proof. Evidently X is locally chainable at points of X\P. By homogeneity, X is 
a locally chainable curve. If X contains no proper, nondegenerate, t rminal suhcon- 
tinua, then X is a solenoid, by Theorem 4. 
Suppose X contains a proper nondegenerate, terminal subcontinuum. Then, in 
view of [8, Theorem 6.61, X admits a continuous decomposition into maximal 
terminal, tree-like, indecomposable, homogeneous ubcontinua. If the decom- 
position spat e 2’ is degenerate, then X is a pseudo-arc, by Theorem 5. Otherwise, 
Y is a nondegenerate image of X under the monotone decomposition mapping fi 
Observe that every subcontinuum 2 c Y\ f( P) is chainable. Indeed, f-‘(Z), being 
a subcontinuum of X\ P, is chainable, and the mapping f 1 f-‘(Z) is monotone. 
Therefore, by [3, Theorem 3, p. 471, 2 is chainable. 
Now, to deduce that X is a solenoid of pseudo-arcs, apply Theorem 4 to the 
continuum Y and Theorem 5 to elements of the decomposition. Cl 
Theorem 7. Every#nitely junctioned curve is locally chainable at some point. Moreover, 
if X is a k-functioned curve, then either X is circularly chainable or X contains a subset 
P of cardinality s k such that any .&continuum of X\ P is chainable. 
Proof. Let X be a k-junctioned curve. We can assume that the number k is minimal, 
i.e., if m < k, then X is not m-junctioned. Suppose a sequence of open finite covers 
%,, satisfies (F) and, in addition, suppose each Ce, contains exactly k junet%n 5151~ 
CA,... , Cz. We choose subsequences cyl, a2,. . . , ak of natural numbers and points 
PI,*=*, pk of X in the following way: cyI is a subsequence (n,, n2,. . .) such that 
the sequence of links CA,, CL,, . . . is convergent to a point p1 ; for I s i s k - 1, LY~+~ 
is a subsequence (a,, a2,. . . )-of cyi such that the sequence of links CE’, Cz’, . . . 
is convergent to a point P~+~. Put 
P={p,,... ,PIJ and ~~=h,a2,=J 
The sequence of covers %&, %‘,,, , . . satisfies (F). Let Y be a subcontinuum contained 
in X\R For sufficientlly large m all the junction links Cl,, , . . . ) Ci,,, of Se,,,, are 
disjoint with Y. Therefore, the family {C E V,,,,: C n Y # 8) is either a circular chain 
or a chain of arbitrarily small mesh covering Y. Thus, either Y is circularly chainable 
or chainable. Clearly, in the former case, X = Y. D 
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Theorem 8. If X is aJinitely junctioned homogeneous, nondegenerate curve, then X is 
either a pseudo-arc, a solenoid, or a solenoid of pseudo-arcs. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorems 6 and 7. Cl 
Remarks. Related results appear in [ 121. The authors do not know if the conclusion 
of Theorem 8 holds for arbitrary locally chainable, homogeneous continua. 
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